
(6) Questions Every Parent Should Ask Before 

Choosing a Gymnastics Facility   

Does it really make a difference where you enroll your child for classes?        

Did you know there maybe a huge difference in gyms, make sure you research 

all the gyms in your area.  And as always, ask your friends, make sure your 

friends know these answers to these questions too. 

                                                    “We bring Extraordinary value to each child’s life” 

Questions to ask in regards to gymnastics facilities you are considering in your area. 

Here is the priceless information CCG has learned & developed after being in business since 1991 in San Luis Obispo: 

1.  What type of teaching curriculum is used?  How can I track my child’s learning and skill development?   

Gymnastics is a sport that requires students to learn skills in a certain progression of difficulty.  A lot of gymnastics centers do not follow a      

structured curriculum for teaching skills or tracking the skills students have learned.  This can hinder and cause unnecessary frustration in the 

student’s learning process.  This is also frustrating for parents because they do not have any easy way to evaluate their child’s learning and     

progress.       

At Central Coast Gymnastics we have a comprehensive curriculum that begins in our preschool classes at ages 8 months old and goes through 

every level from the earliest beginning point at CCG, that teaches gymnastics in structured progression of skills, movements, drills, and progres-

sions as well as a skill sheet progress system that allows students to be on track learning and developing a solid foundation.  Every program at 

CCG, every class in each program uses our propriétaire skill sheet progress system we have worked on for the past 30 years. Begin with the    

foundational introductory gymnastics skills and progresses to prepare for more intermediate and advance gymnastics skills.  Every student is   

evaluated by their teacher each class so we can check on that child’s progress and move them to the next level if they are ready.  We also do skill 

evaluations two times each year of all our students, to make sure we are monitoring the progress of all children.  Thousands of students have 

experienced the benefits of our skill sheet progress reward system.  Students love the experience of passing from level to level and learning new 

skills.  Upon completing a level, students will receive their skill progression evaluation sheet after the gym evaluation has taken place, along with 

a special reward for doing their best.   Parents love that CCG uses skill sheets to instruct each class, this keeps our teaching on track with proper 

skills and learning progressions.  Parents can always ask what skills their child has learned or is working on to progress to the next level.  It is our 

focus to bring extraordinary value to each child’s life. 

2.  How are the classes structured and organized?  Is the equipment age appropriate?   

Some gymnastics centers choose to fill classes based on space availability rather than age and ability level.  In one class you may find students 

with vastly different ages, listening and learning ability levels.  This type of class organization results in students receiving inconsistent training 

that is not related to their specific needs.   

Our classes at Central Coast Gymnastics are organized by age and level of skills from basics to advanced.  We have found that students learn best 

when they are in a class with other students close to their own ability level and age.  This type of class organization allows our teachers to be most 

effective in their teaching as they can appropriately teach children who share common developmental standards.  Teachers cannot be effective in 

their teaching if their class has a wide age range of students which brings differing abilities of the level to learn and do skills as a whole.  CCG has 

studied and learned the BEST preschool ages to learn, develop, and grow together, as well as in our school age gymnastics classes we have      

specific classes for girls and specific  classes for boys in gymnastics, where other programs can combine boys and girls, like tramp & tumbling, 

tricking & agility, acro gymnastics, cheer, and ninja classes.  We also have developmental, pre-team and competitive gymnastics teams for both 

boys & girls who are interested in competition gymnastics.  Gymnasts can be invited to be part of the developmental track of accelerated learning 

when they are showing signs of readiness.    

We always utilize age appropriate equipment in all our classes.  We even have a complete preschool “Jungle Gym” gymnastic area just for our 

Preschool aged children (8 months to 5 years).  We have invested  in equipment for all ages and abilities.  In order for all our students to be     

successful in their learning ability, we make sure they have the equipment that best matches their ability and learning level.  It is important for 

students to have developmental appropriate equipment to learn progressions and skill safely, and it’s vital the teachers know how to use each of 

these piece of equipment and props.  Did you know that CCG has hosted a monthly staff meeting for over 25 years, every month.  We use this 

time to bring all staff together to train as a team, plus we also add on specific trainings for different programs and levels of all we teach at CCG.  

On top of that, we also do weekly trainings for each program, so that we ensure all our staff is on the same page.   

CCG is located at 21 Zaca Lane just off S. Higuera Street in San Luis Obispo 



And we go even further with each director    attending a Managers & Directors meeting every month to discuss all the programs we offer and the 

monthly progress in every area, including training staff and discussing any injuries that may have occurred, what happen, how the child is doing, 

our follow up process, and ways we can avoid or prevent future injuries.  And one more step, Mimi, the owner of CCG since inception in 1991 

meets monthly in a 1-2-1 with all the program directors to make sure they have all they need to be as successful as they can be! 

3.  Can I get immediate customer service?   

Many gymnastics centers do not provide adequate customer service for their customers as a way to decrease operating expenses.  These centers 

have the teachers teaching classes and handling customer service in between classes.  This causes both class time and customer service to suffer 

negatively.  Customers do not receive immediate assistance and students do not receive all of the teacher’s attention.  Some centers will only 

provide customer service for a limited amount of time during the day, usually during afternoon class times.  This can be frustrating for customers 

who need assistance outside of this limited window of time.   

Here at Central Coast Gymnastics our customer service staffs’ responsibility is to provide all our customers with our “WOW” customer service in 

every face to face, call or email we receive.  Our customer service mission is to ensure your experience here is exceptional.  Our customer service 

office opens at 10am-6pm Monday-Thursday, Friday 9am-6pm, and Saturdays 9am—12:30 pm.  CCG offers full time customer service 6 days a 

week, so that you can receive the highest level of service when you need it.   And on top of that, our full time office manager, Sophie, is just that a 

full time office manager.  She was not hired to coach, she was hired to provide you with the best service possible.  CCG actually has a team of (4) 

office staff, many that have been at CCG for at least 5 or more years, who are program directors and have a lot of customer interaction, knowl-

edge, and experience to provide our customers that is priceless when it comes to customer service.     

4.  Are there any shows for my child to perform in?   

Each year students should have the opportunity to perform in performance showcases.  The students love the showcase, as it is a chance to show 

their family and friends all the things they have been learning in class.  At the conclusion of the show every student receives a special award   

medal, certificate, and a chance to stand on top of our awards stand for recognition for their performance. 

CCG host (2) showcases each year.  We host the Spring Spectacular Showcase in April/May and the Winter Fest Showcase in December.  You can 

learn more about these events, National Gymnastics Day, the Cheer, Acro and T&T Team Showcase events, plus the (2) large competition CCG 

host for men’s and women’s gymnastics teams, who travel to CCG to compete from across our state and from many surrounding states.    

5.  Is the facility clean, bright and inviting for kids?  Can I watch my child’s class?   

A gymnastic facility should be clean, bright and inviting for your family.  You can determine this by simply walking through the facility.  As you 

walk around check the bathrooms as an indication of the cleanliness of the facility.  A center providing activities for children should be cleaned on 

a daily basis, CCG has a cleaning company that comes in everyday, along with our staff who also helps clean our gyms both days, which include 

also cleaning the mats and equipment too.  Our floors are swept and mopped, carpets vacuumed, mats washed, bathrooms cleaned and areas 

disinfected everyday so that your time with us is clean and comfortable.  We take pride in operating a clean facility as we believe it is a mark of 

our ability to provide you with an unforgettable experience.   

Parents are always welcomed to stay and watch their child’s class.  We have two large parent waiting areas, one each gym, so that parents, 

friends, and family members can view every exciting moment in our classes.  We also have free Wi-Fi so that parents who need to accomplish  

other projects  or tasks may do so while waiting for their children, and we offer a play area for siblings waiting in each area.   On top of that we 

also have complimentary coffee & tea in Gym 1 and a children’s book library in Gym 2. 

6. What other programs does your facility offer?   

This is an important question to make sure your experience is high quality and convenient.  In this busy world, our goal is to you simplify by     

decreasing the locations you have to travel for your children’s activities.    We offer a wide variety of programs, camps, birthday parties, training 

clinics, preschool play dates, ninja training days, kids night out parties!  Plus, under the CCG umbrella we have (3) businesses that run separately 

under our roof for your convenience all in Gym 2:  USAMA Karate, Kids Connections OT & Behavioral Service, and Custom Fit Personal Training. 

As the only children’s activity center of this type in our area, we specialize in sports, education and entertainment opportunities for children and 

teens.  We provide the highest quality teaching, coaching and entertainment possible in all our programs, so that you not only receive the       

excellent value, but exceptional convenience.  Another customer benefit of attending Central Coast Gymnastics is receiving discounts on being a 

CCG member, family discounts for having more than one child enrolled, and if you have children on any of our competitive teams, they receive       

discounts for multiple family members too.  Plus, one child can       participate in a CCG gymnastics class, and one child can do a CCG acrobatic 

gymnastics class, and even another could join the    amazing USAMA Karate program all at the same location.   

Central Coast Gymnastics Sports Center in San Luis Obispo :  Give us a call to learn more at (805) 549-8408  

CCG is located at 21 Zaca Lane just off S. Higuera Street in San Luis Obispo 


